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While packing for a business trip
recently I found myself reﬂecting
on my most memorable experiences
at different resorts around the
world. I’m fortunate enough to have
visited some of the more luxurious
hotels and spas our industry has to
offer. While many properties are
nice but forgettable, the handful
of unforgettable properties share a
common thread that makes them
stand out: the personalized service
staff provided at every touch point. I
remember how special this approach
made me feel - as though I was the
most important guest in the house.
The warm, genuine smiles and caring
attention I received at this handful of
properties were the keys to unlocking
a wealth of fond memories so many
years later. Service staff at any hotel
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or resort stand out above everything
else, even more so than what I’m sure
were, as I vaguely recall, fabulous
meals and spa treatments. At one
property in particular, what set my
experience apart was the use of the
latest technology. So smart in fact,
I didn’t even notice at ﬁrst that
technology was even being used. The
magic going on behind the curtain
enabled the staff to create a seamless
experience – a sense of wonder for
the guest.
Don’t we all want to be able to create
this wonderful memorable guest
experience at our property? Even
just 10 years ago, who would have
imagined that technology can enable
this level of personalized, quality
guest experiences? Although it’s easy
to interpret the advent of technology

in a hotel service environment as an
automation method which eliminates
that ‘personal touch’ in guest service.
In reality it’s technology that gives
hotels the capacity to enable the
personal touch and deliver an
unforgettable guest experience.
More than offering a new spa
treatment or introducing a new
executive chef, it’s essential as
leaders to continually evaluate
our vision of guest service and
identify potential technologies
that might accelerate the ability to
deliver personalized experiences.
Outstanding cuisine will become a
vague memory if there are errors
during service; the most beautiful
property forgotten (or remembered
for undesirable reasons) by wait
staff stretched too thin. The rapid

evolution of guest expectations,
driven by the almost literal explosion
of mobile devices, social media, rating
and review sites and the demand
for multiple touch points, creates
management challenges across most
any hospitality organization – and
mistakes or failures to be persisted
and broadcasted. Staying ahead
of competitors, guest attitudes
and market trends requires a
commitment to innovation and an
openness to change, even if it means
changing an aspect of your services
that might seem to be working well.
Much of the technology employed
in hotels, resorts and spas lack the
robust capabilities necessary to meet
guest demands. This disconnect
between technology and evolving
guest preferences has created an

ever-widening gap. If care is not
taken, guest demands will outpace
the implementation of innovative
solutions and the gap will continue to
widen until reﬂected in 1 less star (or
more) on popular review sites.
As hotel restaurants, retail and
F&B go through one of the most
signiﬁcant and pivotal shifts in the
last couple of decades, innovation in
their ability to serve guests across
all areas of the property has become
a requirement. Savvy guests are
turning to technology to enhance
their experience, and delighting
this technology-embracing market
requires operators to be more
creative in ﬁnding ways to gain guest
loyalty, and attract new business.
As an example, the introduction of
POS tablets has been steady over

the past three to ﬁve years, resulting
in a proliferation in the use of tablets
from coffee shops to standalone
restaurants.
Historically, servers were well aware
that the extra time spent taking
and entering multiple, batch orders
could negatively impact guests who
placed their orders ﬁrst, especially
when covering large service areas.
As the server smiled and did their
best, an invisible stop watch was
ticking in their head. However, an
important shift is happening across
properties. Servers are no longer
order takers. They have become
one of your most valuable assets:
powerful brand ambassadors. New
technology has enabled them to take
food and beverage orders directly on
their mobile POS tablet while still
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in the presence of the guest. And
it’s not unusual for the drink order
to be delivered by a runner to the
guest while the server and guest are
still warmly engaged in conversation,
providing stunning service. With
today’s technology, servers are
afforded more time to genuinely
connect with every guest; making
them feel more special and welcome.
Hotel properties of varying sizes
and geographic regions are realizing
needle-moving F&B revenue
increases after the introduction of
mobile technology. Speed of service
and server availability are the top
reasons attributed to these increases.
And these results are achieved in
venues where guests are eager to
buy something, but the buying
experiences become stalled because
there is insufficient or no service staff
available to provide that experience.
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Throughout the change our industry
faces, the single constant should be
our focus on the guest and providing
a more holistic, seamless guest
experience. With integrated, mobile
technology capabilities, servers have
the information and tools needed to
suggest items based on the guest’s
previous orders, their dietary needs
or preferences. With the latest
technology, top-end hotels and
resorts are able to truly personalize
each guest interaction, creating
richer, more lasting connections
with guests, resulting in higher guest
ratings and greater revenue lift.
Today, it’s exciting to think about
the seemingly endless opportunities
that technology provides to facilitate
stronger connections with our guests.
If we continue to explore these
possibilities while staying connected
to guest trends, we can expect a

more vibrant future for our brands
while securing increased guest wallet
share and, ultimately, greater loyalty.
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